Connection of Planet's Magnetism to the Global Floods
You can understand connection global floods to the rapid changing of magnetic poles. That is just
discovered by my for mankind. last global flood happened within 10,428B.C.÷10,500B.C. and it
will happen soon. That will come suddenly! we are to the boundary!
Magnetic dipole (Magnetic axis of inner metallic nucleus) of the Mercury allows us to make a very
interesting conclusion. At the initial stage of geo-evolution Mercury had enough axial rotation for formation
dipolar magnetic field in the G metallic nucleus. The surface has a lot of proof by heavy bombardment. There
are a lot of impact craters but one of them tell as about especially dangerous hit. That is, however, one
intriguing event. At the initial stage of geo-evolution the planet faced a danger of space catastrophe. The largest
known craters are Caloris Basin, with a diameter of 1,550 km, and the Skinakas Basin with an outer-ring
diameter of 2,300 km. The impact that created the Caloris Basin was so powerful that it caused lava eruptions
and left a concentric ring over 2 km tall surrounding the impact crater. At the antipode of the Caloris Basin is a
large region of unusual, hilly terrain known as the "Weird Terrain". One hypothesis for its origin is that shock
waves generated during the Caloris impact traveled around the planet, converging at the basin’s antipode (180
degrees away). The resulting high stresses fractured the surface. Alternatively, it has been suggested that this
terrain formed as a result of the convergence of ejecta at this basin’s antipode. The event is conclusive evidence
about folding and overflowing lithosphere plates and formation of mountain chains after the asteroid impact.
That was time of late heavy bombardment. It means, before dangerous hit Mercury had own dipolar magnetic
field and axial rotation. In another case could not ever form dipolar magnetic field. Enough rapid axial rotation
is main for formation of dipolar solid and magnetic nucleus. We have proof about formation magnetic field into
other average-sized rotating space-bodies. Within billion years of evolution in between they have already
formed stable-changeable dipolar magnetic field. It means ferromagnetic layers have solid conditions in the G
magnetic nucleus which has axis-centered-dipole at the embryonic stage. Liquid iron and other similar metallic
layers could not be ever save dipolar magnetic field. Mercury could avoid the space catastrophe, (collapse) but
its axial rotation almost stopped after the huge hit and the platitude of its orbit distinctly was declined from
ecliptic.
Maunder drifting (shift is very bad name and connected to the periodic measures of the geographical
magnetic poles) of geographical magnetic poles are not dangerous and connected to a star's reversal magnetic
field and is indivisible endless peaceful part of a planet's evolution. Rapid shift can start reversal movement
(rotation) of the planets magnetic axis (magnetic G nucleus). That is fully connected to the slowly EB geotransfers (penetration of outer nucleus masses under crust into igneous asthenosphere) and can produce
dangerous and dead full event. This is indivisible catastrophic part of a planet's cooling (cosmogeological)
evolution as well. There are not other factors, which can move and rotate the magnetic axis (it has huge metallic
inner nucleus) of a planet. A big planet’s magnetic axis characterizes by eccentricity and changeable magnetic
polarity as well as changeable tilt and offset. The Earth magnetic field poles are changeable as well as
reversible every 12,500± years. Earth hemispheres within last billion years of evolution in between had a lot of
changing the magnetic poles. The G nucleus had permanent influences by inner and outer factors and
displacement from physical centre as well. Magnetic geographical poles were changed between the
hemispheres many times. It’s known, that magnetic dipole has changed hemisphere within 50,000 years too. It
does not mean during 50,000 years was not happened global geo-catastrophe (global flood) and closely
connected to this event reversal movement. We have very small data and main evidences are at the mid ocean
ridges, which are investigated not so good, to understand exactly, date last nearest reversal events end global
geo-catastrophes. For many scientists are unacceptable global geo-catastrophes. These dead full events are
proved by scientific researches as well. The modern situation is curiously. Discovery by the Swedes scientists is
strong evidence about slowly EB geo-transfers within 12,500± years. It creates turbulent movement within E
geo-sphere, penetration fiery masses from outer nucleus into asthenosphere and changes dipole tilt and offset as
well. Without EB geo-transfers there had been no force able to change the magnetic axis poles. It has to be clear
that further possibilities of changing magnetic polarity would be result of the future transfer masses from E into
B geo-sphere. EB geo-transfer connected to the decreasing of catastrophic bursting pressure within E geo-layer
and can save planet to be not exploded by inner huge pressure forces (geo-forces). If not so all it would be
exploded long ago.

Neptune and Uranus have got very eccentricity magnetic axis and offset. Reason is simply aEBa geotransfers. Around and inside of the Jupiter’s and other giants' are solid metallic nucleuses. There are colossal
processes of radioactive decompositions still. Radioactive decompositions in the all space-bodies are continuing
to the end of geo-evolution (to the end of hardening all geo-spheres). After the end of geo-evolution reversal
event is impossible into solid geo-sphere.

The Mystery of the Earth's Magnetic Field
Reversals May Be SolvedBy EB geo-transfer and cosmogeological evolution
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Usually EB geo-transfer (movement of fiery outer nucleus masses into asthenosphere, from E geo-sphere into B
geo-sphere) produces independent rotation of the G metallic nucleus and rapid reversal of the poles few times
as well as global geo-catastrophe. It was discovered into petrified magma layers of same age, erupted during the
last global geo-catastrophe. Metallic and magnetic crystals of the investigated layer could save information
about rotation of the G nucleus.
10,428B.C. is Last reversal of the poles discovered by Swedish geologists 1972. The Swedes reported in New
Scientist 6/1/1972, p.7, that "a reversal of the Earth's magnetic field had occurred 12, 400 years ago" which
gives 10,428 B.C.
10,400B.C. is Last reversal of the poles acc. Nature, acc Hancock.
Furthermore, geologist Gregg Braden shows that all the ingredients for a magnetic polar reversal are now
occurring again… (peacefully maunder drift of geographical magnetic poles around geographical poles only
K.M.).
EB geo-transfer is part of cosmogeological evolution of a planet and can produce global oscillation of the crust
all over the surface within few days. The dangerous and dead full event on the Earth can produce kilometers
high tsunamis. 50÷90 percent of the fauna can die by the attack of global geo-catastrophe. Rapid drift of all
continental platforms can change costal zones. Some islands and peninsulas fully or partially are sinking under
influence global tectonic forces during a global flood. Same forces can create new islands and peninsulas some
islands and peninsulas can become much wider. Disappear secret of the Atlantis and surrounded small islands
are global readjustment of isostatic balance between lithosphere platforms of continents and oceans. Penetration

of outer nucleus masses into Asthenosphere and on the crust allowing a planet to be not exploded by inner
pressure (cosmogeologycal) forces.
23,000± B.C. - Seems to be evidence for a DNA "bottleneck" in which only a couple of thousand people
survived some form of disaster (global geo- catastrophe). The reversal event of same age was not discovered
still. Eventually maybe magnetic poles was not changed but it does not mean that reversal event was not
happened by this time.
10,400 B.C. - According to reports in Nature and New Scientist, the last geomagnetic reversal was
completed. Next reversal is expected in 2030 AD.
2060 AD. – Next geo-catastrophe predicted by our genius Sir. Isaac Newton.
I’m real investigator and need real evidences for understanding when the last global floods happened as
well as to understand approximately date when the next global flood will happen again.
Only one force in the universe can form reversal movement of the G metallic nucleus – EB geo-transfer.
Maunder drift of the metallic and magnetic G nucleus is connected to the influence of the Sun’s reversal
magnetic field.
According other investigations 23,000±B.C. was full glacial period and formed ice sheets and Britain was
uninhabited. Usually glaciations are final stage of global geo-catastrophes. This epoch is investigated not so
good and many tracks are deleted. periodical order of the event is that; glaciations should be happened from
23,000±B.C to the 21,000±B.C as a minimum. Seas and oceans were very hot and could form rapid
evaporation of water for two millenniums as a minimum. It had produced long lasting clouds and snowing
around polar zones and rainfall around tropical and equatorial zones. This is clue for formation of thin
clouds all over the tropical and equatorial zones. Sun rays had not penetrate through thickest clouds of polar
zones and could form huge ice sheet.
After Each geo-catastrophe long lasting snowing forms thick layers within the interior of mainland. This is
unbelievable situation. Warm and hot seas and oceans and coastal zones and interior of the mainland
platforms are covered by thick layers of ice and snow. Eventually soon ice and snow are thawing within
tropical
and
equatorial
zones.
Glacial Declined? – During this period [10,400 ÷ 8,000 B.C.], the last period of glaciations that Earth has
experienced [so far] was drawing to its close. The glaciers were receding, and Earth's climate was beginning
to approach what it is today. We have to know that soon will begin next cycle of glaciations for few
millenniums. Surrounded lands of polar zones will be covered by thick layers of ice and snow for two
millenniums as a minimum.
When will next reversal event of the magnetic poles be happened? Of course global geo-catastrophe is
closely connected to this event… It may happen tomorrow or after hundred or two hundred years. We have
to wait the event, it will happen suddenly. We have to be ready always. We have to buy as a minimum:
inflatable dinghy, life jacket and gas-mask. Atmosphere will be poisoned by volcanic gaseous streams for
weeks and water can reach peaks of high mountains to the coastal zones of the oceans.
The Earth has own life cycle 12,500± and has not any dependence to the orbital cycle. 12,500± is
cosmogeological cycle between reversal movements formed by EB geo-transfers. Mankind has very short
memory. If we think the Earth will be same forever that is greatest mistake. Reversal movement of the G
nucleus formed by EB geo-transfers has not any dependence to the constellation of Orion or to the belt of
the Orion (constellation of the “three kings”) Acc. Robert Bauval and Adrian Gilbert 10,450B.C. The “three
kings” of Orion aligned with 3 greatest pyramids in minimal point. The maximal point will repeat (12882.510450=2432.5) approximately in 2433A.D. That is connected to the precession of the equinoxes, about
25,765 years (a Platonic year or Equinoctial cycle). The Platonic years has not any connection to the
cosmogeologycal life cycles (12,500±) of the Earth.

Each star has own life cycle from embryonic stage to the die (supernova explosion) and orbital cycle as well.
The Sun is orbiting the galaxy nucleus. In 2012 will be finished one of the orbital cycles and will begin next
cycle. The Sun will cross the Milky Way plane in 2012. Life cycle of a star and its planets has not any
dependence to the orbital cycle
Each galaxy has own life cycle for billions of years, from embryonic stage to the die (big merging and big
bang).
“Jeremy Bloxham of Harvard University told scientists at one of the meetings of the American Geophysical
Union that the Earth's magnetic field decreased by 10 percent during the past 150 years.” Of course
“reversals are rapid events, at least on geologic time scales." The spokesman for the National Science
Foundation (NSF), which funded Clement's work is absolutely right and the unbelievable rotation of the
magnetic nucleus connected to the EB geo-transfer only; (movement of fiery outer nucleus masses into
asthenosphere, from E geo-sphere into B geo-sphere)
The secret of the permanently decreasing protective magnetic field is permanently hardening of metals and
formation magnetic crystals into outer nucleus and caused by permanent increasing of the huge pressure
within the outer nucleus. By the conditions of high temperature and permanently increasing pressure,
permanently additional metallic particles can overcome the Curie point. Produced new metallic and
magnetic crystal can easily gravitating by magnetic G nucleus. Sediment magnetic crystals on the nucleus
permanently can decrease magnetic field of the nucleus by means of gluing in the opposite direction of the
main field. The gluing is continuing during whole cosmogeological life cycle of the Earth (12,500±). During
the cycle permanently glued new heavy metallic crystals are forming thick sediment (F) layer on the Gnucleus and magnetic crystals as well. To the end of cosmogeological life cycle huge critical pressure can
open cracks into the layers of solid mantle and penetration of outer nucleus masses into asthenosphere
creates geo-catastrophe. Huge global outflow into cracks of lithosphere platforms is reason of global
oscillation within few days and rapid drift of the all platforms and global readjustment of isostatical balance.
I’ve written; the dangerous and dead full event on the Earth can produce kilometers high tsunamis. 50÷90
percent of the fauna can die by the attack of global geo-catastrophe. Rapid drift of all continental platforms can
change costal zones. Some islands and peninsulas fully or partially are sinking under influence global tectonic
forces during a global flood. Same forces can create new islands and peninsulas as well and some islands and
peninsulas can become much wider.
Most interesting is the post-event situation around G-nucleus. Rapidly decreased pressure around G-nucleus
produces partially or fully melting and mixing of sediment particles (F-layer) around the rotated inner nucleus
into the fiery outer nucleus. The melted F crystals loss magnetism become liquid and are mixing into outer
nucleus once again. The melting process of opposite magnetic crystals produces increasing of the main
magnetic field produced by the G nucleus few times. Thus starts next cosmogeological life cycle…During next
cycle, increased pressure within outer nucleus produces permanently formation magnetic crystals once again.
Gluing of the new crystals and increasing of the sediment layer is reason of permanently droping of main
magnetic field within next (12,500±) years.
Now figuring out what happens as the field reverses polarity is not difficult, if we know laws of
cosmogeological evolution. The secret is decoded! The polarity transition records are connected to the EB
geo-transfers only. Researcher at the Florida International University Brad Clement would be glad to
understand that clue is in the periodically renewing sediment layer of the core within (12,500±) years.
A global geo-catastrophe produces a lot of fissure outflows on the land. Much more active and most
dangerous are outflows from submarine fissures. Increased pressure become catastrophic into
asthenosphere and after aEBa geo-transfer produces through a lot of submarine cracks especially violent
outflows. Temporary uplift of the floor’s platforms produces kilometers high tsunamis. New outflow covers
old layers. Especially violent outflows are along the mid ocean ridges.
Each proof about the rapid reversal movements are discovered within drilling programs. Geological surveys
of the mid-Atlantic ridge shows that reversals have happened many times before in the history of the Earth. We
have to find exactly data about the "reversal catastrophes" within last 100,000 years. After drilling we have to

obtain for detail investigations a lot of sediment-cores from the mid-ocean ridges in the Pacific Ocean. These
solid cylinders are a sort of filmstrip of snapshots of past geomagnetic activity that reveal the

direction and strength of the Earth's magnetic field at precise points in time. The fissure –
outflows always are especially violent in the Pacific Ocean during the global geocatastrophes.
Geologist Gregg Braden has pointed out that Earth’s magnetic field has dropped 58% in the last 2000 years,
and that the rate has risen to a further 6% in the last 100 years. In other words, the global magnetic field is
dropping at an accelerating rate towards a "zero point" at which the polarity of Earth will reverse. Geologist
Gregg Braden has great mistake about reversal process within 2000 years. The dropping is continuing during
12,400± years. Maybe it will come close to the "zero point" before future aEBa geo-transfer but it does not
mean reversal of the whole field. Each proof about the rapid reversal movements are discovered within drilling
programs. We have a lot of proofs on the geological timescale of rapid reversals for days. Each reversal is rapid
process. The reversal can happen during hardening of a fiery magma layer. There is no problem to understand,
why the global magnetic field could increase after the last global geo-catastrophe. We can calculate the initial
global field if we know acceleration of the dropping. I don’t know source of the Geologist Gregg Braden. I
think he is right about 58%. And observing the dropping can predict the future global geo-catastrophe.
The rapid reversal of huge inner metallic nucleus and violent magma outflow are simultaneously process. they
are closely connected to the each other. This is clue why a cooling lava can save the reversal event. Mass of the
inner nucleus is huge. there are concentrated most dense and most heavy and super-heavy metals. For a day
which force can create independent reversal of the huge metallic nucleus. It can do only one huge and
catastrophic force in the universe the aEBageo-transfer!!!

g≈1/10 GEARTH ≈6 x 1023 kg≈600,000,000,000,000,000,000,000kg
??????...........

Logical refutation of all other versions
1. The inner G nucleus is under huge pressure. In the physical centre around the huge G nucleus
approximately pressure is 6x108BAR.
2. Approximately mass of the huge G nucleus is 600,000,000,000,000,000,000,000kg.
3. Maunder drifting (Shift is very bad explanation) of geographical magnetic poles around geographical poles is
endless peaceful process and connected to the reversal magnetic field of the Sun.
4. Rapid independent rotation within a day or few days of the huge mass under huge pressure can be produced
by turbulent movement within outer nucleus only (igneous liquid streams around magnetic nucleus).
5. Only turbulent movement within outer nucleus can produce penetration through the solid mantle fissures
igneous liquid outer nucleus masses into asthenosphere.
6. The similar penetration
earthquakes.

(EB geo-transfer) has huge geo-force thousands of strongest volcanoes and

7. The similar event can produce maunder movement (drifting) of lithosphere platforms above asthenosphere to
change longitudes and altitude within few days of penetration.
We have a lot of conclusive evidences about last global geo-catastrophes about 12,500± years ago:
1. Global changing all continental outlines.

2. Disappear islands and formation new ones.
3. Water of Pacific Ocean overcome many pass of Andes and Northern Cordilleras as well.
4. Fishes of an ocean in the lake Titicaca (It sits 3812 m (12500 ft) above sea level making it one of the highest
lakes) and a lot of sedimentary layers and other tracks by huge flood within the high mountains of Andes are
conclusive evidences about kilometers-high tsunamis.
5. longitudes and altitudes of continents are changed.
6. huge fissure outflows into oceans and disappear islands into igneous masses of fiery asthenosphere.
7. global and greatest oscillation of lithosphere platforms within three days during the penetration.
8. rapid reversal event of the huge G magnetic nucleus by EB geo-transfer.
9. Oscillation of the Atlantis on the huge igneous waves of asthenosphere few times before sinking.
10. Global die of alive beings.
...etc!
Yes dear reader! mankind has short memory! of course!
I did not use here biblical and as well as other epic sources. When modern scientist, especially atheist is
reading research, to find word “flood” immediately prevents reading. S(he) thinks that “there is no need to
read by means of looks like a fairy-tale” We have to know that; each epic or ancient historical material has
true facts. We have to open own mind to understand real secrets hidden in the ancient sources!
Why a sea was covered by dyed fishes? – By means of alive boiling into a sea (sometimes means an ocean)
after violent fissure-outflows.
Why water could cover mountains? – Etc.
P.S. My cosmogeological theory has great future; I promise you! The Mystery of the Earth's Magnetic Field
Reversals May Be Solved only By EB geo-transfer and inner cosmogeological evolution (cooling processes
and thickening) of fiery geospheres. The thickening produces defect of volume and huge increasing of
pressure into liquid geosperes. Each cube fiery liquid mass needs additional volume for hardening!
…………Observing future acceleration of decreasing magnetic field we can predict next global geocatastrophe ( EB geo-transfer)!!! The biota of the Earth is in front of the dead full event!!!
99.9999% of mankind has own problems: Eating, traveling, playing virtual and real games, making money,
looking for narcotics, etc.
…I’m very sorry!

